Narration and Email Rubric

Narration:
1/ Your Story should have a beginning, middle, and end
2/ Include transition words (to begin with, next, afterwards, at last ...)
3/ Include connectives
4/ Include at least 5 different sentence patterns, as well as any other new ones, you can use any of the familiar ones from the China Trip project:
跟。。。有关。
。。。, 因为。。。
才/就
爬山，爬两个小时(action with length of time)
又。。。又。。。。
5/ Include as many details from the pictures as possible
6/ Include an idiom at the end of the story, to help the conclusion (search for Chinese idioms on google, do not translate and English one as these are culturally specific and make no sense in another’s language)
7/ Pay attention to the instruction in English, explaining who the story is directed to. Your expressions can be more or less formal

Email
1/ Use the recipient’s name (top of Email) to help you write a greeting
2/ Use the theme (top of Email) to help you focus your reply
3/ Include the right tone, and choice of words to fit the recipient (Friend, classmate, teacher, or parent)
4/ Respond to ALL the questions in the email, but try to find synonyms, rather than repeating the same words too many times
5/ Find an appropriate way to finish off the email, a wish of the time of day, season, holiday, or hope to see you see each other again